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Conventional automotive spray gun is widely used in the automotive industries for coating and is especially popular among small and medium industries due to its low cost and maintenance. However studies showed that it also causes overspray of paint that affect the hygiene factor concerning health and less cost effective when usage of spray is not properly utilized. Various methods have been used to study the efficiency of the spray through simulation software and lab approach. In this work, the simulations of the spray paint are performed from the air cap of the spray gun and continue until the flat spray surface. The simulations are performed using ANSYS CFX Version 14.5 based on the Taguchi method. The Taguchi method used in this study implemented the L’9 orthogonal array, since this case study consists of 3 level and 3 factor. This simulation utilize paint as a non-Newtonian fluid taking into consideration the concentration of paint as the additional variable in [kg/m$^3$], air velocity at the inlet of atomizer, spreader and paint inlet and lastly the recommended distance (200mm to 250mm) and spray angle (90° to the spray surface area) as suggested by the spray manufacturers. Results show that the spray angle is perpendicular to the surface area, the spray pattern has a better concentration of paint compared to when the angle is arced 45° from the spray surface. Furthermore, at arced 45° from the spray surface, the overspray can be seen over the intended spray surface. The most desired simulation result was achieved with, air velocity 1 m/s, paint velocity 2 m/s at a distance between air cap and spray surface is 200 mm.
ABSTRAK

Conventional automotive spray gun banyak digunakan dalam industry automotif untuk tujuan penyalutan dan ianya amat popular dikalangan industry kecil dan sederhana (SME) kerana harganya yang jauh lebih murah berbanding spray lain. Selain daripada itu penyelenggaraan spray juga mudah menjadikannya ianya pilihan SME. Walau bagaimanapun, kajian mendapati bahawa spray jenis ini menyebabkan lebihan semburan dalam proses penggunaannya. Lebihan semburan ini bukan sahaja memudaratkan kesihatan malah mendatangkan kerugian kerana menyebabkan banyak sisa buangan bahan semburan. Pelbagai kaedah telah digunakan dalam kajian sebelum ini untuk mengkaji kecekapan spray dengan menggunakan perisian simulasi dan kaedah eksperimentasi. Dalam kajian ini, simulasi penyemburan car dilaksanakan menggunakan perisian ANSYS CFX versi 14.5 berdasarkan kaedah Taguchi. Kaedah Taguchi dengan orthogonal array L’9 diimplementasikan kerana kajian kes ini melibatkan 3 peringkat dan 3 faktor. Simulasi menggunakan cat sebagai cecair bukan Newtonian dengan mengambil kira penumpuan cat sebagai pemboleubah tambahan dalam unit [kg/m³], halaju udada di masukan atomizer, spreader dan paint inlet. Akhir sekali simulasi dilaksanakan mengikut jarak semburan yang dicadangkan oleh pengeluar spray iaitu 200mm ke 250mm dari permukaan semburan serta bersudut 90° dari permukaan semburan. Keputusan menunjukkan sekiranya sudut semburan adalah bersudut tepat kepada permukaan semburan, penumpuan cat adalah sekata pada kawasan semburan. Walau bagaimanapun, sekiranya sudut semburan adalah 45° dari permukaan semburan, akan ada lebihan semburan di persekitaran. Kombinasai paling afdal untuk semburan cat dari simulasi halaju angin 1 m/s, halaju cat 2 m/s dan jarak antara spray and permukaan semburan sebagai 200 mm.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Introduction

Existing Small and Medium Enterprises (SME) in the vicinity of Ipoh, Perak [1] uses conventional automotive spray gun, which is a manual process. These guns develop excessive spray dust and overspray fog [2]. Many spray gun manufacturers suggested that the proper technique for spray gun stroke is with a free arm motion. The paint operators are to keep the gun at a right angle to the surface at all points of the stroke [3]. The Department of Skills Development Ministry of Human Resources, Malaysia; in its report Occupational Analysis Automotive Industry 2012 reported that for a paint operator to carry out this task, he has to be at least a Level 2: Paint Shop Senior Operator; or higher [4]. The Paint Shop Senior Operator’s job scope includes spraying the automotive paint.

Unfortunately, many automotive paint operators out there who are skilful, but are not aware of the need to record their techniques for referral use. They are not aware that their ‘tried and error’ sort of solution could actually turn out to be a management method to overcome losses or even generate profit.

Besides that, excessive spray dust and overspray fog produced during the spray painting process expose the workers and building occupier to high contaminant. The effects to the worker detect after long time exposed without any
protection or prevention taken and it is known as an Occupational Health and Symptoms Sick Building Syndrome [5].

Researches and spray gun manufacturers showed that a spray gun arced at angle 45 degrees from the surface will result in uneven application and excessive overspray at each end of its stroke. In other words, approximately 65% - 70% of the sprayed material is lost.

Studies need to be conducted on spraying techniques modelled with reference to these two suggested different spray angles. In the modern world of technology, there is software that can examine and give an overview on the subject. In addition to that, the results from these experiments can be compared against variable rate difference. Calculations and experiments carried out using a computer to simulate dispersion of paint in the air. This is done based on the specified settings of boundary conditions.

Fluid dynamics is a field of science that studies the physical laws governing the flow of fluid under various conditions. In this study, Computational Fluid Dynamics software, better known as CFD has been used to study the air and particle flow in a pipe and then at the exit blow head. CFD is software that makes the prediction of fluid flow by means of mathematical modelling (partial differential equations), numerical methods (discretization and solution technique) and software tools, namely (pre-processing, solver and post processing). Additionally, CFD can also help scientists and engineer for carry out experiments in a ‘virtual flow laboratory’.

Continuous research will improve the efficiency of the design in terms of the geometry of paint spray and airflow.

1.2 Problem statement

Paint spray is widely used in the automotive industry. In this study, the focused is on the spray pattern produced by conventional spray gun perpendicular to the surface at
all points of the stroke and conventional spray gun arced at angle 45 degrees from the surface. The predicted result will be uneven application and excessive overspray as suggested by manufacturers of conventional spray gun. In other words, approximately 65% - 70% of the sprayed material is lost with reference to subjected spray area. This study use ANSYS CFX to model the spray pattern and will have to go through three stages, which is pre-processing, solver and post-processing to achieve the result.

1.3 Significance of study

This study can be obtained as a result of various designs of spray paint process with an effective and cost effective research. The success of this study will be beneficial to the automotive spray-painting sector to achieve uniformity in the distribution of paint and subsequently reduce wastage. In addition, it can help other researchers who study the hygiene factor effecting spray operator health and environmental affect. Besides, using software that has been developed, it can help or advice for the best solution to achieved the goal of the experiment.

By incorporating software in the study result in cutting of time and thus cost of the study. It also helps to eliminate unnecessary experiment that may cause hazard to living beings. Furthermore, various design of paint spray process can be made and later suggested to help other researcher to find the best and most effective design.

1.4 Objective and scope of study

The objectives of this study are to:

1. Simulate the spray pattern of the paint spray, angled at; arced 45 degrees from the surface
2. Simulate the spray pattern of the paint spray; perpendicular to a flat surface
3. To suggest and improve the minimizing of overspray by suggesting the spraying techniques model with reference to spray angle arced 45 degree or perpendicular to a flat surface.
To avoid diverted research objectives, some scope of study was created to be guidelines to achieve the above objectives:

1. Using Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) simulation software by ANSYS; ANSYS CFX Version 14.5.

2. The fluid studied is automotive paint, with initial simulation based on water in air at 25°C.

3. Simulated based on a non-controlled environment i.e. without a paint spray booth; but in an open ground floor of a double storey intermediate shop lot size 20 x 85 sq. ft.

4. Ambient temperature between 25°C to 31°C, pressure 1007 mb to 1010 mb and relative humidity between 70% and 90 %.

5. Spray pattern is only based on an external mixture of a flat fan paint spray gun with coaxial spray nozzle
   a. Fluid nozzle orifice 1.5 mm
   b. 4 atomizing holes with a diameter of 0.33 mm.
   c. 2 spreader holes with a diameter of 1.5 mm

6. Parameters considered are air velocity, paint velocity and suggested paint spray distance by spray gun manufacturer between 100 mm to 250 mm.

7. Pressure ranges:
   a. Fluid regulator 5 to 10 psi
   b. Air regulator 30 – 35 psi

8. Using recommended paint viscosity according to paint property and painting conditions at 15 to 23 sec or Ford #4.
CHAPTER 2

LITERATURE REVIEW

2.1 Automotive Paint Spray

Automotive painting / coatings are generally applied in the form of liquid or powder, using spray atomizers. Paint sprays are droplet/particle systems that consist of a large number of paint droplets/particle dispersed in a gaseous medium, often air or a mixture of air and the vapour of the volatile components of the paint. The liquid paint droplet/particle is distributed in the gas phase during transfer from the atomizer to the target surface influences film-build consistency. This needs to be maintained to minimize paint applicator-related coating defects [6].

Comprehending the atomization process and how the paint droplets are transferred from the atomizer to the target surface helps in the improvement of the paint application process. The solutions require multiple approaches such as new paint formulation, operation optimization, new paint applicator designs, and improved understanding of the paint droplet transfer process. Presently, we have four major processes of spray applications:

1. Air atomization-conventional air spray and high-volume, low-pressure (HVLP) atomization,
2. Airless atomization,
3. Air-assisted airless atomization, and
4. Electrostatic atomization, which can be combined with any of the three previously mentioned forms, or used with rotational atomizers.

2.1.1 Conventional Air Spray

Conventional air spray (siphon/gravity/pressure feed) is the oldest system. It remains today as the finishing system most widely used by industry.

The advantages over the other methods are:

2.1.1.1 Control:

It is the most controllable process available. A properly trained spray operator can control the spray pattern from a fine dot to a large production type spray pattern. Meaning, the operator can control spraying of small or large areas without changing guns or nozzles. The degree of atomization when using the conventional air spray can also be controlled. It provides the finest degree of atomization available in a hand-held system. It is the choice for the best quality finish possible.

2.1.1.2 Versatility:

This process offers the operator the ability to spray the widest range of coating materials. It is also the easiest system to operate and maintain. Besides that, it has a huge inventory of equipment, plus volumes of knowledge regarding application techniques.

However, the disadvantage of this system is, it has a low level of transfer efficiency. Material is often wasted than is actually deposited on the part. This condition is usually aggravated by excessive pressure and poor operator technique. Air spray also consumes large amounts of compressed air (7-35 cfm at 100 psi) [7].
The material to be sprayed is supplied to the spray gun by either a siphon or gravity cup mounted to the gun or by a pressure feed device such as a pressure tank or pump (Figure 2.3). When the gun is triggered, the material is discharged through the fluid nozzle of the gun in the form of a liquid stream. Upon exiting the gun, this stream is immediately surrounded by a hollow column of compressed air, usually under high pressure, emitted from the centre of the air nozzle of the gun [8].

![Figure 2.1: Parts of a Typical Air Spray Gun](image)

Parts of a Conventional Air Spray Gun are as illustrated in Figure 2.1.

(A) Air Cap: Directs the jets of compressed air into the stream of paint coming out of the fluid tip. The cap will be either an internal or external mix. The one shown in Figure 2.1 is an external mix air cap, meaning that the air mixes with the paint after it leaves the gun.

(B) Fluid Nozzle (Tip): Controls the amount of paint released from the gun. As the paint leaves the fluid tip of the gun it meets the jets of air from the air cap.

(C) Fluid Needle: Acts as a starting and stopping valve for the flow of the paint.

(D) Trigger: Operates the air valve and the fluid needle.

(E) Packing Nuts: Prevent fluid leakage.
(F) Fan Adjustment Valve or Air Adjusting Screw: Controls the air supply to the air cap and determines the size and shape of the spray pattern.

(G) Air inlet: Connects the travel of the fluid needle to allow more or less material through the fluid tip.

Table 2.1: Range of Pressures and Gun Nozzle Sizes for Spraying Common Coating Materials [8]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Types of Coating Materials</th>
<th>Fluid Pressure (in psi)</th>
<th>Atomizing Air Pressure (in psi)</th>
<th>Fluid Nozzle Size (in inches)</th>
<th>Air Cap Volume (in cfm at 50 psig)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Acrylics</td>
<td>5–10</td>
<td>50–60</td>
<td>.040–.052</td>
<td>14–19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Allydes</td>
<td>25–50</td>
<td>30–40</td>
<td>.070–.086</td>
<td>12–14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chlorinated Rubber</td>
<td>8–12</td>
<td>50–65</td>
<td>.070–.078</td>
<td>12–14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coal Tar Epoxies</td>
<td>80–100</td>
<td>70–90</td>
<td>.187–.375</td>
<td>16–20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Epoxies</td>
<td>20–50</td>
<td>50–70</td>
<td>.059–.070</td>
<td>12–14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Epoxy-Elastomers</td>
<td>25–90</td>
<td>50–40</td>
<td>.070–.086</td>
<td>12–14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neoprene &amp; Hypalon</td>
<td>10–50</td>
<td>50–70</td>
<td>.044–.096</td>
<td>12–14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phenolics</td>
<td>25–30</td>
<td>30–60</td>
<td>.070–.086</td>
<td>12–14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phenolics Catalysted</td>
<td>20–50</td>
<td>50–70</td>
<td>.059–.070</td>
<td>12–14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Polyesters</td>
<td>40–70</td>
<td>20–40</td>
<td>.086–.118</td>
<td>14–16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Polycurethanes</td>
<td>10–25</td>
<td>50–60</td>
<td>.040–.082</td>
<td>12–14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Siloxanes</td>
<td>10–30</td>
<td>40–70</td>
<td>.040–.052</td>
<td>15–15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vinyl</td>
<td>15–25</td>
<td>60–90</td>
<td>.059–.090</td>
<td>14–16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Water-Based Coatings</td>
<td>15–30</td>
<td>20–45</td>
<td>.070–.086</td>
<td>14–15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zinchorich Coatings</td>
<td>10–25</td>
<td>40–60</td>
<td>.070–.086</td>
<td>15–18</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Data from Table 2.1 works as a guide for spray operator to choose appropriate replacement for fluid nozzle and air cap. Directly, this will also help to determine how to obtain optimize efficiency from the chosen spray gun by applying the suggested fluid and air pressure.

The action of the air on the fluid stream converts it into small droplets and imparts forward velocity to them. Additional jets of high-pressure compressed air from the face and horns of the air nozzle are directed into the droplets, forming even smaller droplets and an elliptical or fan spray pattern. The ability to control these
forces at work at the head of an air spray gun is the key to a successful spray application [3][9][10].

The cross section of a conventional spray is as in Figure 2.2.

![Cross-sectional Diagram of an External Mix Spray Gun](image)

**Figure 2.2: Cross-sectional Diagram of an External Mix Spray Gun [3]**

Figure 2.2 shows how the gun mixes and atomizes air and fluid outside the air cap. It can be used for applying all types of materials, and it is particularly desirable when spraying fast drying paints such as lacquer. It is also used when a higher quality finish is desired [3]. The protruding sides, called horns, wings or ears that extend from the air cap, can identify the external mix air cap. A number of small orifices are found in the air horns, in addition to the holes found in the face of the air cap. The external mix nozzle can produce a finer mist that the internal mix nozzle. It can be used with fast drying paints because there is little chance of the paint drying before it is released from the gun [8]
Figure 2.3 shows how the gun mixes air and material inside the air cap, before expelling them. It is usually used where low air pressures and volumes are available, or where slow-drying materials are being sprayed. A typical example is spraying flat wall paint, or outside house paint, with a small compressor. Internal mix guns are rarely used for finishing when a fast-drying material is being sprayed, or when a high quality finish is required [3]

2.1.2 High-Volume Low-Pressure Atomization (HVLP)

HVLP uses a high volume of air (typically between 15-26 CFM) delivered at low pressure (10 PSI or less at the air cap) to atomize paint into a soft, low-velocity pattern of particles. Usually, less than 10 psi is needed to atomize. Proper setup optimizes fluid and air pressure that is needed to produce the required quality. It will also results in a flow rate that will meet production requirements. Therefore, far less material is lost in overspray, bounce-back and blowback than with conventional air spray. This is why HVLP delivers a higher transfer than spray systems using a higher atomizing pressure. Transfer efficiency refers to the amount of solids applied as a percentage of solids sprayed.

The HVLP spray gun resembles a standard spray gun in shape and operation. Models that use high inlet pressure (20 - 80 psi) and convert to low pressure internally within the spray gun are called HVLP conversion guns. Some HVLP
models, particularly those using turbines to generate air, bleed air continuously to minimize backpressure against the airflow of the turbine [9]

The air cap design is similar to that of a standard spray gun, with a variety of air jets directing the atomizing air into the fluid stream, atomizing it as it leaves the tip. HVLP is growing in popularity and new environmental regulations are requiring it for many applications. HVLP can be used with any low-to-medium solids materials that can be atomized by the gun, including two-component paints, urethanes, acrylics, epoxies, enamels, lacquers, stains, primers, etc. [3] (Figure 2.4)

The HVLP atomization improved transfer efficiency, often approaching 65-75%, compliance with local finishing regulations, a softer spray that penetrates easily into recesses or cavities, reduced material (costs) consumption as well as reduced spray booth maintenance and reduced hazardous waste [7]. Turbine-operated HVLP systems enjoy great portability and ease of operation where compressed air is not available. HVLP spray guns with internal restrictors use existing air supplies, are easy to operate, and are low in cost.

The most notable limitation to the HVLP process is that the finish quality from some HVLP spray guns is not as fine as conventional air spray. This may not pose a problem to some finishers, but to others it may mean additional polishing, a change in the material formulation, or switching to electrostatics. Turbine-generated HVLP systems may be expensive to purchase and to operate. HVLP guns using internal restrictors must have an adequate supply of clean and dry air to operate efficiently. Turbine guns use a larger air hose, which may be difficult to work with. Some high-volume production lines may find HVLP to be too slow. Fluid deliveries that exceed 20 oz./min. may sacrifice finish quality for speed [2]
2.1.3 Airless Atomization

Airless spraying is a method of spray application that does not directly use compressed air to atomize the coating material. Hydraulic pressure is used to atomize the fluid by pumping it at high pressure (500-4,500 psi) through a small orifice (0.007-0.072 in.) spray nozzle tip located at the front of the airless gun [11] (Figure 2.5).

As the fluid is released at these high pressures, it is separated into small droplets, resulting in a finely atomized spray. The fluid is discharged at such a high velocity that it tears itself apart and sufficient momentum remains to carry the minute particles to the surface. The spray pattern size, or fan angle (3-21 in.) and orifice are usually preselected, but different spray angles deposit the same amount of paint over a different area.
Airless atomization is speed of application. It is the fastest method of spray atomization. This process can deliver twice the amount of material as a compressed air system. Other advantages include improve transfer efficiency due to a reduction in fog and overspray, the ability to spray into recesses and cavities with a minimum of material bounce-back, and reduced spray booth maintenance.

HVLP produce coarse atomization. Automotive finishers and refinishers, for example, would not select airless atomization. Other limitations include less control of spray pattern when compared to air spray or HVLP.

An airless gun is either on or off; there is no "feathering" capability. The tendency is to flood the surface, causing runs or sags if the spray gun movement is momentarily delayed. Also, one must provide strict maintenance with this system. Any foreign object in the fluid supply that is larger than the spray-tip orifice will cause the system to block or shut off. Equipment maintenance on pumps is also high because of the high pressures used. Nozzle tips will wear and may prove costly to replace [11]. Finally, the high velocity of the fluid stream and spray pattern, as it immediately exits the gun or hose, is a potential hazard. Never allow any part of your body to come into close contact with this high-pressure material. Failure to keep several inches away from the coating as it exits the gun or hose will cause serious injury.
2.1.4 Air-assisted Airless Atomization

Air-assisted airless was one that developed to fill a need that resulted from escalated material costs and newly enacted Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) regulations [2].

Air-assisted airless, under ideal conditions, combines the best features of air spray along with the best of airless. Air-assisted airless spray guns first partially atomize the fluid with a special fluid nozzle tip similar to a standard airless tip. Second, they complete the atomization with small amounts of compressed air from the face and/or the horns of the air nozzle that they use (Figure 2.5). The result is a finely atomized spray pattern closely resembling that of a compressed air system. Newly designed low-pressure, air-assisted airless systems are also available. Some systems restrict the atomizing air pressure to comply with various EPA guidelines; as a result, these systems can be considered HVLP air-assisted airless [7].
The primary advantage of air-assisted airless is its "soft" spray atomization. Atomization air pressures are usually low, and as a result, this system provides a fine finish with most coatings approaching that of compressed-air atomization. With air-assisted airless we can see an approximate 30% improvement in transfer efficiency over compressed air [7]. This system allows us to increase flow rates, while also spraying into recesses and cavities, without excessive bounce-back of material. This means less booth maintenance and clean-up time. We also can expect a reduction in compressed-air supply requirements. Since fluid pressures generally range from 200 to 800 psi, less wear on the pump and tip is to be expected.

Tip plugging may still be a problem with air-assisted airless. Many operators feel that air-assisted airless is too slow when compared to airless and that the finish is still not as good as compressed-air atomization. Many operators tend to use excessive fluid and air pressures with this process. There are more controls to learn to use it correctly.

2.1.5 Electrostatic Atomization

The need to use and the need to maximize the use paint, generated electrostatic atomization. The coating is first atomized using either the compressed air, airless, or air-assisted airless methods previously discussed. Although these systems require equipment designed for electrostatic use, the atomization principles are the same as those for non-electrostatic applications. The atomized paint particles, at this point, are provided with forward velocity and direction.

The particles are made to pass through a cloud of free-floating electrons (negative charges) produced by a high-voltage source such as an independent power supply, cable, and electrode at the gun, or a turbine-operated generator located inside the spray gun. The basic principle of electrostatics is that "like" electrical charges repel one another and "unlike" electrical charges attract. Since each particle of material is negatively charged from 30-140 kV and 0-200 mA, it will want to seek the closest grounded object (positive) to complete the electrical circuit. If the product
is sufficiently grounded, particles that would have missed that part will now be
drawn back or attracted to it [7].

The principal advantage of electrostatic spraying is the savings in material
and labour. This process can provide transfer efficiency ratings from 65 to 95% if all
conditions are favourable. Air velocity in the spray booth where electrostatic
spraying is performed may be reduced from 100 to 60 ft./min. This means a 40%
reduction in air makeup costs as well as reduced emissions [7].

Some users find excessive build-up on corners and edges. The parts that is
intended to be sprayed electrostatically must always be conductive, either by virtue
of the material from which it is made or through the application of a conductive pre-
treatment [12].

2.2 Paint Composition and Characteristics

Paint can be defined as dispersion of pigments, optionally including fillers, in a fluid
vehicle. The fluid vehicle comprises a liquid binder that will solidify during cure
and, if necessary, a liquid carrier that serves as a viscosity reducing aid and will
provide desirable application characteristic [13]. Paint is a liquid suspension of solid
pigments in a combination of liquids called the vehicle. The vehicle consists of a
drying oil, a drier and a volatile thinner. The manufacturing of paint involves mixing,
grinding, thinning, tinting, straining, and canning operations [14].

The purposes of paint are protection and decoration. This it protects the
surface of the metal plate from elements like rust, and decorates it to the taste of the
clients, the latter being of utmost importance [15]. In automotive plants, vehicles
with paint defects are either repaired (e.g., components exchanged, scratches
polished, etc.) or reworked (e.g., repainted) to maintain high product quality.
Studies of the fluid dynamics of spray painting are limited. Most studies were done on the impact of paint spray to the safety, health and environment aspect; but not on the spray process and components included in process. However, significant contributions on these studies were made, for example, by Gerhard Zelder and Cord Steinbeck-behrens [16] on car body painting; Fogliati et al [17] for simulation of paint deposition in an air spray process and Hicks and Senser [18] on conventional air spray. Besides that, subject on airless spray painting and overspray effect were studied and researched upon by Settles [11].

2.2.1 Component

Typically, there are four main components in paint: binder, liquid, pigment, and additives. The solid pigment (or mixture of pigments) and a liquid medium (called the vehicle) are the prime components of any paint.

The vehicle consists of a drying oil (usually linseed oil), a drier (called, terebines) and a volatile thinner, (most often turpentine). When the paint is applied, the thinner evaporates rapidly. What’s left behind is a wet coating of pigment and oil. This mixture will gradually dries into an elastic solid skin by the evaporation of the oil or direct oxidation of the oil by air (cross-link). When the oil solidifies it acts as a binder to hold the particles of pigment together and in place; a tough paint film is thus formed which adheres firmly to the surface. It is this tough film that protects and decorates the surface. Paint When the Application methods depend on the particular paint, but can include spray application, brush methods, and electrostatic spraying.

2.2.1.1 Pigment and Filler

Paint’s pigment determines colour and appearance. Some pigments helps to thicken paint when needed. In its unmixed form, a pigment is simply a powder.
2.2.1.1 Pigment: Granular Solid Contribute To Colour (Prime Pigments) [12].

These pigments are mainly responsible for colour or whiteness in paint. It is also, the paint’s ability to hide undesirable surface flaws.

1. In paints that exhibit a white hue, titanium dioxide is the main ingredient.
2. In paints the express other colours, the pigments are selected to absorb only certain kinds of light, thus yielding a given colour.

Organic pigments yield the brightest colours, while inorganic pigments yield less bright but more durable colours.

While pigments decorates and protects the surfaces for a while, it rubs off readily. To overcome this defect most paints contain a component called a binder [19].

2.2.1.2 Filler: Granular Solid Impart Texture or Toughness etc. [20]

These pigments are designed to add bulk, but are not as well suited to hiding surface flaws as prime pigments. It influences the paint’s overall sheen, colour retention, and abrasion resistance.

1. Silica and silicates, for example, are extender pigments that increase the paint’s durability.
2. Zinc oxide helps prevent mildew and corrosion, and is especially useful in outdoor applications.

2.2.1.2 Binder (Resin)

The binder is the component that is consider as the vehicle. It is responsible for providing adhesion, binding the pigment, and also gives the paint resistance properties that make the final coating tough and durable. The binder itself is clear and glossy, but the presence of pigment interferes with this quality.
Binders include synthetic or natural resins and can be categorized according to the mechanisms for drying or curing. Although drying may refer to evaporation of the solvent or thinner, it usually refers to oxidative cross-linking of the binders and is indistinguishable from curing [12]. Oxidative cross-links decrease flexibility, increase hardness and melting point.

Depending on the ratio of pigment to binder, or the PVC (pigment volume concentration) the paint can assume varying levels of glossy finish. Paints with the glossiest finish often have typical PVC of 15% per cent, while the most matte paints have PVC anywhere from 40 to 80 per cent. Paints with less gloss have more binder per unit of pigment, and tend to be more durable. There are two specific types of binder: oil-based and latex-based [20]:

1. **Oil-Based Binder:**

   Oil-based paint requires a binder that has similar properties to the paint—in this case, the binder oxidizes or dries when exposed to air, hardening along with the rest of the paint. Once applied, the liquid factor of an oil-based paint evaporates, and the binder then reacts with the air to harden into place with the pigment. However, sometimes this process can result in over-dry, brittle paint, and chipping can occur. Additionally, the oxidation makes the paint prone to yellowing [20].

2. **Latex-Based Binder:**

   Latex-based paints actually do not possess latex—rather, the binder that is used (plastic-like in nature) creates a film in the paint that resembles natural latex rubber. Almost all water-based paints have a latex-based binder. When the coating is applied, water evaporates from the paint, leaving behind a film of pigment and latex-based binder, which bind together into one continuous coating. The process by which the binder and pigment are fused is called coalescence. However, because the binding agent is thermoplastic, it cannot be applied at too low a temperature or the binder will be too hard and difficulty will arise during fusing. Common types of latex-based binder include acrylic and vinyl acrylic [20].
Recent environmental requirements restrict the use of volatile organic compounds (VOCs), and alternative means of curing have been developed, particularly for industrial purposes. In UV curing paints, the solvent is evaporated first, and hardening is then initiated by ultraviolet light. In powder coatings there is little or no solvent, and heating of the substrate produces flow and cure after electrostatic application of the dry powder [12].

2.2.1.3 Diluent or Solvent

The main purposes of the diluent are to dissolve the polymer and adjust the viscosity of the paint. It is volatile and does not become part of the paint film. It also controls flow and application properties, and in some cases can affect the stability of the paint while in liquid state. Its main function is as the carrier for the non-volatile components. To spread heavier oils (for example, linseed) as in oil-based interior house paint, thinner oil is required. These volatile substances impart their properties temporarily; once the solvent has evaporated, the remaining paint is fixed to the surface [12].

Solvents, which are ingredients of plastic coatings, have to be selected to reduce physical impact to the substrate, particularly in the case of acrylonitrile-butadiene-styrene (ABS) and polycarbonate (PC)–ABS blends. On the other hand, solvents also help to remove lipophilic contaminants and swell the substrates, and this contributes to better adhesion by increased molecular entanglement [21].

2.2.1.4 Additives

Additives are used to control and correct interactions inside the coating and in the boundary layers [21]. It is used when certain properties need to be manipulated or enhanced. Thickeners, for example, are additives that help thicken the paint to make application easier. Surfactants help disperse pigments within the paint, ensuring the coat is even and stay in place.
Co-solvents help the binder film formation and help prevent paint damage from occurring if the paint is frozen. Co-solvents also make application easier by lengthening the amount of time the paint can be open before beginning to set [21].

2.2.2 Application

Paint can be applied either as solid, gas or liquid. How the paint is actually applied, depends on the desired results, either practical or artistic. As for automotive paint, it is used on automobiles [12].

2.2.2.1 Solid

If the paint is applied as a solid, the paint is applied as a very fine powder. The following process would be baking it at high temperature. Baking melts the powder and causes it to adhere to the surface. This method is usually used in industrial and automotive applications.

This application is called "powder coating" an object.

2.2.2.2 Gas

Paint applied as gas is actually in gaseous suspension form. The paint is suspended in solid or liquid form in a gas that is sprayed on an object [20]. This paint then sticks to the object.

This is called "spray painting" an object.

In spray painting, the application mechanism is air and thus no solid object touches the object being painted. This allows smoother surface with the distribution of the paint more uniform with no sharp lines. Spray painting also allows situation where very small amount of paint is needed. This application made it possible for
solvent to be sprayed along with the paint. By doing so it dissolves together both the delivered paint and the chemicals on the surface of the object being painted.

2.2.2.3 Fluid

In the liquid application, paint can be applied by direct application using brushes, paint rollers, blades, other instruments, or body parts such as fingers and thumbs [12].

Rollers have handles that allow different lengths of poles to be attached. Elevating rollers on poles assist painting at different heights.

2.2.3 Techniques

There are 2 main concerns when it comes to techniques of applying the paint. First is painting for practical purposes and second painting for some aesthetic values.

2.2.3.1 Practical

Practically, paint is most commonly used to protect, colour (decorate), or provide texture to objects. Painting a car is one of the most expensive operations in automotive manufacturing. The painting operation typically comprises 30–50% of an automotive assembly plant’s cost [6]. This high cost is as a result of two factors that is, the desire to have high quality coatings and the necessity of meeting strict environmental requirements. The coated surface must be finished in a manner that provides an outstanding coating surface quality.

The automotive painting / coatings have taken an incredible development change as a result of revolutions in the environment. Customers are demanding for higher quality products. Besides that, there is also an increment in the legal requirements for less harmful products and processes in automotive spray painting. It is of great importance to the automotive industry that the current automotive paints
meet the very complex requirements for gloss, colour durability, cracking resistance, adhesion throughout all layers, acid and chemical resistance, and scratch resistance [22].

2.2.3.2 Artistic

How then the artistic technique is being discussed? Sometimes, individuals want unusual, emotional custom looks for their vehicles, thus needing the spray operator to have an artistic edge to ‘connect’ and communicate with their customer. However, companies might have different priorities. Commercial vehicles often serve as carriers of advertising and information [23]. Entrepreneurs want their fleet to attract attention to their company, to differentiate themselves from their competitors. They therefore need an attention-grabbing look that stands out from the competition. At the same time, all relevant information must be visible and understandable at first sight. Needless to say, the spray operator has to be not only skilful but artistic as well.

2.3 Characteristic of Automotive Paint

Having discussed about resin in 2.2.1.2 on page 20; automotive paint resins are usually one of the following three chemical compounds: lacquer, enamel, or urethane. Enamels are a softer resin, usually dry to a glossy finish, and are less expensive than urethanes. Urethanes are generally a more durable product but can be more difficult to spray. Most new cars are painted with a type of urethane, and most collision repair shops use urethane to repair damage. Lacquer is banned in pollution-controlled areas of certain the countries, but not Malaysia.

2.3.1 One- or Two –Part

One- or two-part (or -component) is also referred to as 1K or 2K, and it meant that the paint either does or does not require an activator to dry.
One-part products are ready to spray. They may need to be diluted with a solvent. Sometimes the solvent is also referred to as a reducer or thinner. By diluting the paint, it may assist the mixture to flow through the spray gun properly. Unfortunately, they will dry on their own. It is by practice that the one-part paints are not used to repaint an entire car. Nearly all aerosol-can paints are one-part.

Two-part products need an activator. The activator is referred to as a hardener. The hardener is used to stimulate the chemical reaction that causes the components of the paint to cross-link and bond to the surface of the car. This chemical reaction is referred to as "drying," though it really is not drying in the sense of evaporating.

Inactivated two-part paint will not dry if left on its own and therefore has a longer shelf life than one-part paint. Two-part products are also weatherproof and nonporous. Therefore painting the car in a 2K primer eliminates worry about the sheet metal rusting from the inside out [24].

2.3.2 Single-stage or Basecoat/Clear coat

Single-stage paint dries to a glossy finish and does not need a clear coat, whereas the basecoat, or colour coat, of a basecoat/clear coat (BC/CC) system dries to a matte or semi gloss finish.

The subsequent coats of clear paint are what make it shine. The extra layer of clear is added protection against scratches and chips, and it allows for wet sanding for an ultra smooth gloss [24]. Usually, single-stage paints are favourable for solid colours and base coat/clear coat paints for metallic [25]
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